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About Healthwatch

Healthwatch was created by the health and social care reforms of 2012 with a powerful 
ambition of putting people at the centre of health and social care. To help realise this 
ambition Healthwatch has a number of duties around gathering and representing the views 
of patients and service users in local boroughs across the country.

INTRODUCTION

About Your Voice in Health and Social Care

Your Voice in Health and Social Care (YVHSC) holds the 
contracts for the following Healthwatch services: Healthwatch 
Bromley, Healthwatch Hounslow, Healthwatch Ealing, 
Healthwatch Waltham Forest, Healthwatch Hammersmith & 
Fulham and Healthwatch Lewisham. 

This Patient Experience Report for Healthwatch covers dentists in six London boroughs for the 
period July - December 2020. The Patient Experience Data Collection Programme comprises of 
ongoing in-person/telephone data collection and the Digital Feedback Centre  which gather patient 
experiences all of which will be presented as they are received and considered as valid community 
opinion. 



DATA
COLLECTION
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FACE TO FACE CONVERSATIONS
Normally, our Patient Experience Officer, supported by a 
team of volunteers, visit health and social care services daily 
to talk to and hear from patients, service users, carers and 
relatives about their experiences of local services. Due to 
COVID-19, we have been unable to carry out our traditional 
face to face visits in order to engage with patients and 
collect patient experience information from across the 
borough. 

DATA COLLECTION METHODS DURING COVID-19

A NEW APPROACH
In adapting to these challenging new circumstances we developed and introduced a new model for our 
Patient Experience Programme, involving the collection of feedback via our zoom engagement sessions 
and collating existing online reviews from relevant platforms, such as NHS.uk, Care Home, Google reviews 
and Care Opinion. 

This new approach has benefited residents through additional provision of information and signposting. 
As our service becomes further embedded across the borough, we expect greater awareness of our 
service and a subsequent increasing number of reviews. 



DATA COLLECTION TIMELINE

INTERVIEWS

ONLINE 
SURVEYS

COLLATING 
DATA

REPORTS

Face-to-face or 
telephone surveys

Some patients 
complete online 
surveys instead

All data enterered 
into the Digital 

Feedback Centre

Reports created 
and disseminated 

to stakeholders

URGENT 
MATTERS 

REPORTED



PATIENT CONCERNS
Where patients relay concerns about their treatment we inform them of their rights and the 
feedback and complaints mechanisms available to them. We also offer for a relevant 
Healthwatch staff member to call them to discuss the issue in more detail at a later date. This 
may be particularly relevant where a patient does not feel comfortable discussing the issue at 
that point or in that location. All patients are approached with empathy, patience and sensitivity.

SAMPLING
Whilst we aim to gather patient experience comments and reviews from a representative sample 
of the local population, we acknowledge that different people use different services at different 
times in their lives, and some not at all. Whilst all patients are asked for their monitoring 
information some do not wish to provide this. In support of our efforts to ensure feedback from all 
sections of the community, we recruit Patient Experience Volunteers with additional languages.

OUTREACH
The outreach element of our Patient Experience Programme is supplemented by our community 
engagement work and our website (www. healthwatchhf.co.uk), which people may visit 
independently to provide service feedback and comments. Our questions are uniform across the 
Digital Feedback Centre as well as the physically collected forms.

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES



DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES
STANDARDIZED FEEDBACK FORM
These patient experience comments and reviews are gathered using a standard form. The form 
asks the patient for simple star ratings on their overall experience, likelihood to recommend a 
service, treatment, booking and a number of other areas. In addition, there is a free text box where 
patients are asked to leave a review or feedback comments. 

CONSENT & URGENT MATTERS
We approach every patient, capture their experience in their words and seek consent for their 
feedback to be published on the relevant Healthwatch website, through the Digital Feedback 
Centre. People can leave their name or comment anonymously. At the end of each service visit, the 
Patient Experience Officer will relay any urgent matters requiring attention to the service manager. 
However, this was not possible during this quarter due to COVID-19 social distancing measures put 
in place by the UK government. 



DATA COLLECTION FOR THIS REPORT

REVIEWS STAR RATING

2,255 reviews were 
collected

The overall mean 
star rating was 4.54 
(the scale is 1 to 5, 
with 5 being most 

positive) 

PERIOD

This report covers 
Q2 & Q3 

Jul – Dec 2020



EXPLAINING THE DATA 
We use the Digital Feedback Centre (on our website) and Informatics system (software sitting behind 
the Digital Feedback Centre) to capture and analyse patient experience feedback. The Informatics 
system is currently used by approximately 1/3 of the Healthwatch Network across England and it 
captures feedback in a number of ways:

1. It asks for an overall star rating of the service, (between 1-5)
2. It provides a free text box for comment
3. Its asks for a star rating against specific domain areas, (between 1-5). Unfortunately for this       

quarter as most of the reviews were collected online this information are not available.

In terms of reporting, the above provides Healthwatch with several data sets.
• Star ratings provide a simple snapshot average, both overall and against specific domain areas. Mean 

averages are used for comparison purposes. 
• The free-text comment box is analysed in two different ways resulting in two different data sets. In the 

first instance, the Informatics system looks at the patient experience comment in its totality, using a 
sophisticated algorithm to analyse words and phrases in order to apply a sentiment score to the 
overall comment. The sentiment score is translated into an overall positive, negative or neutral 
sentiment. This is an automatic process. Where overall sentiment is highlighted in the report, it relates 
to this aspect of the process.
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https://app.powerbi.com/groups/me/reports/69fd1cc2-bf14-4572-a5d4-8e5b14df8620/ReportSection?pbi_source=PowerPoint


https://app.powerbi.com/groups/me/reports/69fd1cc2-bf14-4572-a5d4-8e5b14df8620/ReportSection1e1ab05900005b3512b1?pbi_source=PowerPoint


COVID-19 OBSERVATIONS ACROSS THE BOROUGHS 

PPE & 
CLEANLINESS

Not wearing 
adequate mask 

and gloves. 
Unclean surfaces. 

PROFITEERING

Charging 
unreasonable 
amounts for 

disposable PPE 
equipment.

OUTBREAKS

Not raising 
awareness when 

there has been an 
outbreak among 
staff/customers.
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Bromley dentists performed second best out of 
the boroughs for this period, with an overall 
rating of 4.62 out of 5 stars, compared to the 
borough average of 4.54 stars. Negative 
comments in the open text reviews were in the 
minority. 

https://app.powerbi.com/groups/me/reports/69fd1cc2-bf14-4572-a5d4-8e5b14df8620/ReportSectione0034c00e52ee2504c63?pbi_source=PowerPoint
https://app.powerbi.com/groups/me/reports/69fd1cc2-bf14-4572-a5d4-8e5b14df8620/ReportSectione0034c00e52ee2504c63?pbi_source=PowerPoint


Complaints in Bromley were in the 
minority. Notable causes of 
dissatisfaction include Staff 
Attitudes (6%, n. 9), Financial 
Viability (14%, 6) and Waiting 
Times (100%, 4).  
This was reflected in some of the 
reviews where staff rudeness and 
poor treatment were commented 
on. There were also comments 
referring to pricing inconsistencies 
as a source of annoyance. 

https://app.powerbi.com/groups/me/reports/ee7eb0f3-981b-4207-8f66-bd8eb115aa13/ReportSection5a73e18d628e4fb674e1?pbi_source=PowerPoint


BROMLEY COMPLAINTS 

“It is 
overpriced 
and I was 
kept 
waiting for 
30 minutes 
when I was 
on time.”

“I’d paid a 
£50 
deposit 
and the 
check-up 
was only 
£36.”

“The staff 
refused to 
refer me to 
a hospital.”

Very rude 
receptionist 
on the 
phone.”

Sample of 1 & 2 star reviews



The main causes of satisfaction 
include Staff: Attitudes (93%, n. 
133), Staff: Levels (97%, n. 75) 
and Cleanliness (100%, n.26). 

This was reflected in some of the 
reviews where particularly good 
service and staff friendliness 
were commented on. A number 
of patients reported being 
pleased with the Covid 
precautions in place. 

https://app.powerbi.com/groups/me/reports/ee7eb0f3-981b-4207-8f66-bd8eb115aa13/ReportSection7e5f7823159de3cab7fb?pbi_source=PowerPoint


BROMLEY COMPLIMENTS

“My 
hygienist 
was so nice 
and really 
gentle.”

“Delighted 
with my 
new 
crowns.”

“The dentist 
is highly 
trained who 
provided 
good advice, 
explaining in 
detail the 
issues.”

As a nervous 
patient I have 
found this the 
best dentist in 
the area.”

Sample of 4 & 5 star reviews
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Although Ealing dentists were near the 
bottom of the ratings within the boroughs, 
their overall rating was still very good at 4.45 
out of the 5 star rating. 

https://app.powerbi.com/groups/me/reports/69fd1cc2-bf14-4572-a5d4-8e5b14df8620/ReportSection381c33010c5313457ea9?pbi_source=PowerPoint


Complaints in Ealing were in the 
minority, however issues were 
raised around Communication 
Response Times (82%, n. 9), 
Administration Booking 
Appointments (36%, n. 7) and 
Lack of Communication (100%, 
n. 6).  This was reflected in some 
of the reviews where particularly 
staff rudeness and not answering 
the phone were commented on. 

https://app.powerbi.com/groups/me/reports/ee7eb0f3-981b-4207-8f66-bd8eb115aa13/ReportSection3f3a9fe950e1547d708b?pbi_source=PowerPoint


EALING COMPLAINTS 

“Called the 
receptionist 
so many 
times that I 
lost count.”

“Very rude 
receptionists. 
Customer 
service 
training 
wouldn't go 
amiss.”

“Staff were 
rude and the 
dentist didn't 
even check 
my teeth 
properly 
during the 
routine 
check up.”

Will do 
anything to 
rip you off.”

Sample of 1 & 2 star reviews



The main topics for higher rates of 
satisfaction were Staff Attitudes 
(92%, n. 132), Treatment & Care: 
Experience (92%, n. 105) and 
Access to Services: Suitability of 
Provider (93%, n. 76).  

This was reflected in some of the 
reviews where professionalism, 
staff politeness and staff 
friendliness were commented on. 

https://app.powerbi.com/groups/me/reports/ee7eb0f3-981b-4207-8f66-bd8eb115aa13/ReportSectioncc946c0ed7e5ebe14809?pbi_source=PowerPoint


EALING COMPLIMENTS

“Very 
patient and 
kind with 
my 
nervousnes
s over 
having a 
root canal.”

“Excellent 
service. A 
high quality 
dentistry, 
great people 
and fair 
prices.”

”Warm 
welcome, 
clean clinic 
and very 
thorough 
explanation 
of what to 
expect from 
the dentist.”

Lovely staff, 
polite and 
professional”

Sample of 4 & 5 star reviews



HAMMERSMITH
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Hammersmith & Fulham dentists performed 
third best within the 6 boroughs for this period, 
with an overall rating of 4.59 out of 5 star rating.  

https://app.powerbi.com/groups/me/reports/ee7eb0f3-981b-4207-8f66-bd8eb115aa13/ReportSectionfb638839d1f6a0c66a5f?pbi_source=PowerPoint


When looking at individual 
categories, Waiting Times (44%, 
n. 7), Booking Appointments 
(18%, n. 6) and Safety of 
Care/Treatment (29%, n. 6) were 
the greatest causes of 
dissatisfaction. 

The reviews also highlight a 
number of issues with staff 
rudeness, covid precautions and 
professionalism. 

https://app.powerbi.com/groups/me/reports/ee7eb0f3-981b-4207-8f66-bd8eb115aa13/ReportSection1b0888995489f0ef8289?pbi_source=PowerPoint


HAMMERSMITH & FULHAM 
COMPLAINTS 

“There is no 
good 
communication
- they don't 
answer the 
phone. ”

“The dentist 
was 
extremely 
rude and 
therefore we 
left before 
treatment 
could take 
place.” 

“I was not 
expecting my 
crown to 
come off, 
completely 
dissatisfied 
with the 
work.”

Very 
unprofessional 
rude 
receptionist.” 

Sample of 1 & 2 star reviews



The most highly rated themes in 
Hammersmith & Fulham include 
Staff Attitudes (95%. n. 302), 
Treatment & Care: Quality (94%, 
n. 103) and Treatment & Care: 
Experience (93%, n. 114). 

The reviews also highlighted that 
patients appreciated clear 
explanations, friendly staff and 
covid-secure practices. 

https://app.powerbi.com/groups/me/reports/ee7eb0f3-981b-4207-8f66-bd8eb115aa13/ReportSectiond6c677409e43209a9a1d?pbi_source=PowerPoint


HAMMERSMITH & FULHAM
COMPLIMENTS

“She explained 
all my 
treatment 
clearly and 
gave me 
options that 
would best suit 
my needs.”

“Very 
professional 
staff, very 
clean 
environment 
and the 
treatment is 
excellent.”

“It's an 
excellent 
service, the 
care and 
compassion 
their 
provide are 
excellent..”

I am always 
reassured and 
put at ease.”

Sample of 4 & 5 star reviews



HOUNSLOW
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Hounslow dentists performed best within the 6 
boroughs for this period, with an overall rating of 
4.64 out of 5 star rating.  

https://app.powerbi.com/groups/me/reports/ee7eb0f3-981b-4207-8f66-bd8eb115aa13/ReportSection7be6f2206a19e80ebe9f?pbi_source=PowerPoint


HOUNSLOW COMPLAINTS 

“I just wanted 
a normal 
cleaning, 
instead the 
dentist just 
looked at my 
teeth and did 
and x-ray 
that's it!

“The 
receptionists 
are very rude 
and the 
prices are 
expensive.”

“I had an 
emergency 
appointment 
which was 
spent in tears 
and being 
berated by the 
dentist who had 
no compassion 
and patience.”

The biggest 
issue is that 
they rush 
appointments.”

Sample of 1 & 2 star reviews



When looking at individual 
categories, Staff Attitudes (6%, n. 
11), Treatment & Care: Experience 
(8%, n. 9) and Staff 
Professionalism (8%, n. 8) were 
the greatest causes of 
dissatisfaction. 

The reviews also highlight a 
number of issues with staff 
rudeness, lack of compassion and 
struggles to get an appointment. 



HOUNSLOW COMPLIMENTS

“Extremely 
satisfied with 
the whole 
process from 
appointment 
to procedure 
and the 
payment.”

“Treatment is 
always on 
point and 
painless.”

“I was a 
nervous 
patient until 
I visited this 
practice.”

They are a 
caring and 
kind dental 
practice.”

Sample of 4 & 5 star reviews



The most highly rated themes in 
Hounslow include Staff Attitudes 
(93%. n. 169), Treatment & Care: 
Experience (90%, n. 106) and Staff 
Professionalism (92%, n. 94). 

The reviews also highlighted that 
patients appreciated ease in 
booking appointments, 
empathetic staff and covid-secure 
practices. 

https://app.powerbi.com/groups/me/reports/ee7eb0f3-981b-4207-8f66-bd8eb115aa13/ReportSectionf7f48df33b9e02e84d71?pbi_source=PowerPoint


LEWISHAM
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Although Lewisham dentists performed 
worst amongst the six boroughs for this 
period, the average rating out of 5 was still 
4.38. 

https://app.powerbi.com/groups/me/reports/ee7eb0f3-981b-4207-8f66-bd8eb115aa13/ReportSection4c363e37b9bc6e1ef911?pbi_source=PowerPoint
https://app.powerbi.com/groups/me/reports/ee7eb0f3-981b-4207-8f66-bd8eb115aa13/ReportSection4c363e37b9bc6e1ef911?pbi_source=PowerPoint


When looking at individual 
categories, Staff Attitudes (92%, 
n. 10), Treatment & Care: Quality 
(82%, n. 8) and Treatment & Care:  
Experience (89%, n. 6) were the 
greatest causes of dissatisfaction. 

The reviews also highlight a 
number of issues with staff 
rudeness, lack of compassion and 
professionalism. 

https://app.powerbi.com/groups/me/reports/ee7eb0f3-981b-4207-8f66-bd8eb115aa13/ReportSection8acdd3e2547a6c75983a?pbi_source=PowerPoint


LEWISHAM COMPLAINTS 

“Receptionists 
and dentist 
staff lack 
empathy 
towards 
patients in 
pain."

“Took every 
opportunity 
to be as rude 
and 
condescendi
ng as 
possible.”

“Way pre-
covid it was 
so difficult 
to book a 
routine 
check for 
me and my 
kids.”

Poor level of 
communication”

Sample of 1 & 2 star reviews



The most highly rated themes in 
Hounslow include Staff Attitudes 
(7%. n. 10), Treatment & Care: 
Experience (15%, n. 8) and Staff 
Professionalism (9%, n. 6). 

The reviews also highlighted that 
patients appreciated reassuring 
and friendly staff as well as clean 
and covid-secure practices.

https://app.powerbi.com/groups/me/reports/ee7eb0f3-981b-4207-8f66-bd8eb115aa13/ReportSection5dee4b3382b8b8511b3d?pbi_source=PowerPoint


LEWISHAM COMPLIMENTS

“I am a very 
very anxious 
patient and 
they have 
always been 
understandin
g of that.”

“I love this 
dental 
practice. The 
staff are so 
kind and 
caring and 
they really 
take care of 
my teeth.”

“The staff 
are very 
friendly, the 
practice is 
very clean 
and Covid 
safe.”The dentist was 

very 
professional 
and reassuring.”

Sample of 4 & 5 star reviews



WALTHAM
FOREST
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Waltham Forest dentists were mid-ranking amongst 
the six boroughs for this period, with an overall 
rating of 4.49 out of 5 stars. 

https://app.powerbi.com/groups/me/reports/ee7eb0f3-981b-4207-8f66-bd8eb115aa13/ReportSection224fa01986698c1454aa?pbi_source=PowerPoint


When looking at individual 
categories, Staff Attitudes (9%, n. 
13), Treatment & Care: Quality 
(11%, n. 12) and Administration: 
Management of Service (18%, n. 
9) were the greatest causes of 
dissatisfaction. 
The reviews also highlight a 
number of issues with staff 
rudeness, issues in booking 
appointments and
professionalism. 

https://app.powerbi.com/groups/me/reports/ee7eb0f3-981b-4207-8f66-bd8eb115aa13/ReportSection21432f70d2b2f7328388?pbi_source=PowerPoint


WALTHAM FOREST 
COMPLAINTS 

“Worst dental 
clinic ever, 
make you wait 
for 3 hours 
when you're 
on time to 
your 
appointment.”

“It is impossible 
to get an 
appointment.”

“I've never 
been 
anywhere like 
it! Horrible 
receptionist.”

The manager 
was very 
rude.” 

Sample of 1 & 2 star reviews



The main topics for higher rates of 
satisfaction were Staff Attitudes 
(91%, n. 132), Treatment & Care: 
Experience (92%, n. 111) and 
Cleanliness (100%, n. 70).  

This was reflected in some of the 
reviews where professionalism, 
staff empathy to nervous patients, 
staff friendliness and covid-19 clean 
premises were commented on. 

https://app.powerbi.com/groups/me/reports/ee7eb0f3-981b-4207-8f66-bd8eb115aa13/ReportSectionc7a4694d8639a6650e0a?pbi_source=PowerPoint


WALTHAM FOREST
COMPLIMENTS

“Everyone I 
dealt with; on 
reception, the 
dentist and 
the dental 
nurse were all 
really calm, 
reassuring, 
friendly and 
professional”

“Staff at the 
reception are 
friendly and 
professional. 
No problem 
getting an 
appointment.”

“The service 
and the 
treatment 
have been 
done to a very 
high standard, 
explaining the 
processes 
every step of 
the way.

I found the 
dentist and 
nurse to be 
both caring, 
kind and 
welcoming.”

Sample of 4 & 5 star reviews



CONCLUSION 
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Dentists have performed well for 
Q2 & Q3 2020/21 across the 
boroughs. Staff Attitudes, 
Treatment and Professionalism 
remain key areas for dentists to 
maintain high standards. 

During the Covid-19 pandemic 
patients are more aware of 
cleanliness and sanitised 
protective equipment in dentists 
and this was commented on 
frequently.

CONCLUSION



ACTION, IMPACT & NEXT STEPS

Partner Meetings

to discuss the issues of 
concern and identify 
actions to take these 
forwards.

Promote our Service

through a range of 
platforms and services 
to capture a range of 
feedback and 
experiences.

Present Findings

to various commissioning, 
provider and local 

authority led boards and 
committees. 

Continue to Innovate

to engage in innovative ways 
during the COVID-19 

social distancing 
measures in order to 

obtain patient feedback 
and experience.


